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Abstract
Suppose an online platform wants to compare a treatment and control policy,
e.g., two different matching algorithms in a ridesharing system, or two different
inventory management algorithms in an online retail site. Standard randomized
controlled trials are typically not feasible, since the goal is to estimate policy
performance on the entire system. Instead, the typical current practice involves
dynamically alternating between the two policies for fixed lengths of time, and
comparing the average performance of each over the intervals in which they were
run as an estimate of the treatment effect. However, this approach suffers from
temporal interference: one algorithm alters the state of the system as seen by the
second algorithm, biasing estimates of the treatment effect. Further, the simple
non-adaptive nature of such designs implies they are not sample efficient.
We develop a benchmark theoretical model in which to study optimal experimental
design for this setting. We view testing the two policies as the problem of estimating the steady state difference in reward between two unknown Markov chains
(i.e., policies). We assume estimation of the steady state reward for each chain
proceeds via nonparametric maximum likelihood, and search for consistent (i.e.,
asymptotically unbiased) experimental designs that are efficient (i.e., asymptotically minimum variance). Characterizing such designs is equivalent to a Markov
decision problem with a minimum variance objective; such problems generally do
not admit tractable solutions. Remarkably, in our setting, using a novel application
of classical martingale analysis of Markov chains via Poisson’s equation, we characterize efficient designs via a succinct convex optimization problem. We use this
characterization to propose a consistent, efficient online experimental design that
adaptively samples the two Markov chains.
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Introduction

Suppose an online platform wants to compare a treatment and control policy, e.g., two different
matching algorithms in a ridesharing system, or two different inventory management algorithms in an
online retail site. Standard randomized controlled trials are typically not feasible, since the goal is
to estimate policy performance on the entire system. Instead, the typical current practice involves
dynamically alternating between the two policies for fixed lengths of time, and comparing the average
performance of each over the intervals in which they were run as an estimate of the treatment effect;
this is referred to as a switchback experimental design [4, 16].
However, switchback designs suffer from temporal interference: the initial condition in each interval
of each policy is determined by the previous interval of the other policy, and so standard estimation
techniques in this setting are biased. Bias due to temporal interference has been observed in ridesharing [5], in delivery services [14], and ad auctions [3]. Further, the simple, non-adaptive nature of
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such designs implies they are not sample efficient. Optimal consistent, efficient experimental design
in this setting has remained a significant theoretical and practical challenge.
Our paper provides an optimal experimental design within a benchmark theoretical model for settings
with temporal interference (Section 2). The central challenge posed by temporal interference is
the following: we are effectively allowed only one real-world run of the system, with only finitely
many observations. On the other hand, we need to use this single run to estimate performance of
both the systems induced by each of the treatment and control policies. We model the problem by
viewing each policy as its own Markov chain on a common underlying state space. The experimental
design problem is then to estimate the difference in the steady state reward under the treatment and
control Markov chains, using only one run of the system, and without prior knowledge of any of the
parameters of either policy or their rewards.
Our key contribution is a characterization of consistent and asymptotically efficient policies when
estimation proceeds via maximum likelihood. In particular, we model the unknowns nonparametricaly,
and use an associated nonparametric maximum likelihood estimator (MLE; Section 3). At any time
step, given the current system state, the experimental design chooses which chain to sample. We
restrict attention to policies that satisfy a weak regularity requirement we call time-average regularity
(TAR; Section 4). n particular, with TAR policies, we show the MLE is consistent.
In Section 5, we present our main result: we characterize efficient TAR policies, i.e., those for
which the MLE achieves asymptotically minimum variance among all TAR policies. Our approach
uses a novel application of classical martingale analysis of Markov chains via Poisson’s equation,
and leads to a characterization of efficient designs via a succinct convex optimization problem.
This simple characterization is somewhat remarkable: Markov decision problems (MDPs) with
variance minimization as the objective have historically not admitted structurally simple solutions
(see below). In Section 6, we use this characterization to construct an efficient, consistent adaptive
online experimental design when estimation proceeds via the MLE. We conclude in Section 7.
Related work. Interference occurs in experiments whenever the outcome of a given experimental
unit depends on the assignment status of other experimental units to either treatment or control.
Recent work has devoted extensive attention to interference in experimental design for networks
[2, 8, 11, 18, 21] and marketplaces [15, 19, 24, 13].
As our approach involves solving a MDP with unknown primitives, it has some model similarities
with reinforcement learning, and particularly work in pure exploration in reinforcement learning
[20, 6]. The main distinction in our work is that the objective for the MDP we solve is minimum
variance of the MLE.
In general, the literature on MDPs with variance minimization as the objective demonstrates the
principal of optimality and dynamic programming cannot be used in the classical form for average
reward MDPs [22, 23, 7, 9, 12]. In particular, the optimal policy is not necessarily Markov; it can
be random; and finding the optimal policy is NP-hard [17, 25]. In contrast to these prior results, our
work has thus identified a remarkably tractable MDP with variance minimization as the objective.
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Preliminaries

In this section we introduce the basic formal framework we employ throughout the paper. We develop
the relevant notation to describe two distinct Markov chains on a common state space, as well as the
design of adaptive experiments to compare the long-run average reward of these two chains.
Notation. As is common in analysis of finite Markov chains, we view distributions as row vectors
p
and reward vectors as column vectors as appropriate. In addition, we use “−
→" to denote convergence
in probability, and “⇒” to denote weak convergence of random variables.
Time. We assume time is discrete, and indexed by n = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
State space. We assume a finite state space S.
Two Markov chains. We wish to compare two different Markov chains indexed by ` = 1, 2 evolving
on this common state space, defined by transition matrices
P (`) = (P (`, x, y) : x, y ∈ S), ` = 1, 2.
(1)
We assume both P (1) and P (2) are irreducible.
2

Auxiliary randomness. We require two sources of randomness beyond the Markov chains themselves: one that is used to generate random rewards, and the other that is used to allow experimental
designs to be randomized. Accordingly, we presume the existence of mutually independent sequences
of i.i.d. uniform[0, 1] random variables U0 , U1 , . . . , and V0 , V1 , . . ..
Sample space and filtration. The sample space is Ω = (S × [0, 1]2 )∞ , with ω ∈ Ω written as ω =
((xn , un , vn ), n ≥ 0). For n ≥ 0, set Xn (ω)
 = xn and Un (ω) = un , Vn (ω) = vn . We define the

filtration Gn = σ (Xj , Uj , Vj ) : 0 ≤ j ≤ n for n ≥ 0. We also let G∞ = σ (Xj , Uj , Vj ) : j ≥ 0 .
Policies (experiment designs). A sequence of random variables A = (An : n ≥ 0) is said to be a
policy if An ∈ {1, 2} for n ≥ 0, and A is adapted to (Gn : n ≥ 0). A policy is also an experimental
design: it determines how the experimenter chooses which chain to run at each time step.1
Note that every policy induces a probability measure on (Ω, G∞ ); this probability measure has
conditional distributions defined as follows, for Borel subsets A, B ⊂ [0, 1] and with Lebesgue
measure denoted µ:
P (Xn+1 = x, Un+1 ∈ A, Vn+1 ∈ B|Gn ) = P (An , Xn , y)µ(A)µ(B).
Rewards. When chain ` is in state x and transitions to state y, a random reward is obtained,
independent of the past. Formally, denote the cumulative distribution function of the reward by
F (·|`, x, y). Then the reward at time n ≥ 0 is:
Rn = F −1 (Vn |An−1 , Xn−1 , Xn ).

(2)

For technical simplicity, we assume that the support of F is bounded, i.e., that rewards are bounded
in magnitude.
Stationary distributions. Because S is finite and the two matrices P (1) and P (2) are irreducible,
there exist unique stationary distributions π(`) = (π(`, x) : x ∈ S), ` = 1, 2 satisfying
π(`) = π(`)P (`);
π(`, x) ≥ 0, x ∈ S;
X
π(`, x) = 1.

(3)
(4)
(5)

x∈S

Long-run average reward. For ` = 1, 2, x ∈ S, define:
Z
X

r(`, x) = E Rn+1 |Xn = x, An = ` =
P (`, x, y) zF (dz|`, x, y).
y∈S

(6)

R

Now define:
α(`) =

X

π(`, x)r(`, x), ` = 1, 2.

x∈S

This is the stationary average reward of chain `. By the ergodic theorem for Markov chains, this is
also the long-run average reward associated to chain `.
Treatment effect. We are interested in the difference in long run average rewards between the two
chains, i.e., α = α(2) − α(1). This is the treatment effect.
Estimators. An estimator is a sequence of real-valued random variables α̂ = (α̂n : n ≥ 0) that is
adapted to (Gn : n ≥ 0).
Our goal is to design a combination of a policy A and an estimator α̂ to estimate α = α(2) − α(1)
consistently and efficiently, in senses that we make precise in the subsequent development.
1

In general, the experimenter may commit in advance to a time horizon N of interest, and the experimenter
may use this knowledge in design of their policy. In what we study here, for ease of presentation, we presume that
the policy is defined for all n ≥ 0. In the fixed horizon setting, our results can be extended in a straightforward
manner to characterize consistency and variance as N → ∞ under appropriate regularity conditions.
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Maximum Likelihood Estimation

In this section, we develop an approach to experiment design and estimation based on a maximum
likelihood approach. Given a policy, we develop the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for the
treatment effect α. In particular, we take a nonparametric approach in this paper, as we make no
parametric assumptions on the Markov chains being studied. Thus our approach involves maximum
likelihood estimation of the transition matrices, followed by inversion to obtain an MLE for the steady
state distribution.
Let Γn (`, x) to be the number of times action i at state x is sampled by time n:
Γn (`, x) :=

n−1
X

I(Xj = x, Aj = `), x ∈ S, ` = 1, 2.

(7)

j=0

Now define:
Pn−1
P̂n (`, x, y) =

j=0

I(Xj = x, Aj = `, Xj+1 = y)
max{Γn (`, x), 1}

P̂n (`) = (P̂n (`, x, y) : x, y ∈ S).

;

(8)
(9)

The estimators P̂ (1) and P̂ (2) are standard maximum likelihood estimators (MLE) for the corresponding transition matrices P (1) and P (2).
Define the stopping time J = min{n ≥ 0 : P̂n (`) is irreducible for ` = 1, 2}. Note that P̂n (`) will
remain irreducible for n ≥ J, since any path with positive probability under P̂J will have positive
probability under P̂n for all n ≥ J. Thus for each n ≥ J, P̂n (`) has a unique stationary distribution
π̂n (`) satisfying
π̂n (`) = π̂n (`)P̂n (`);
π̂n (`, x) ≥ 0, x ∈ S;
X
π̂n (`, x) = 1.

(10)
(11)
(12)

x∈S

Note that by equivariance of the MLE, since stationary distributions are functionals of the transition
matrices, each π̂n (`) is also the MLE for π(`).
Define
Pn−1
r̂n (`, x) =

j=0

I(Xj = x, Aj = `)Rj+1
max{Γn (`, x), 1}

.

(13)

The preceding is the MLE of r(`, x) along the realized sample path.
Finally, for n ≥ J, again by equivariance of the MLE, we conclude that the resulting nonparametric
MLE α̂n for α is given by the following:
α̂n = π̂n (2)r̂n (2) − π̂n (1)r̂n (1).

(14)

For n < J, ` = 1, 2, and x ∈ S, we arbitrarily define πn (`, x) = 1/|S|, r̂n (`, x) = 0, and α̂n = 0.

4

Time Average Regular (TAR) Policies

We specialize our study to the following class of policies, that satisfy a mild regularity condition. As
noted at the end of this subsection in Corollary 6, all TAR policies make α̂n a consistent estimator of
α.
Definition 1 Policy A is time-average regular (TAR) with (possibly random) policy limits γ =
(γ(`, x) : x ∈ S, ` = 1, 2) if:
1
p
Γn (`, x) −
→ γ(`, x)
(15)
n
as n → ∞ for each x ∈ S, ` = 1, 2.
4

In the sequel we typically require that γ(`, x) > 0 almost surely. Note that in Definition 1, in general
the policy limits will be dependent on the initial state X0 . We suppress this dependence in the
notation, because this dependence on initial conditions will not play a significant role. In particular,
the policies we suggest for efficient experimentation will lead to deterministic policy limits, with no
dependence on the initial state.
We now characterize the structure of policy limits; in particular, we show in Proposition 3 below that
policy limits almost surely lie in the set K defined next. The proof is in the Appendix.
Definition 2 Define the set K as follows:
n
K = κ = (κ(`, x) : x ∈ S, ` = 1, 2) such that:
κ(1, y) + κ(2, y) =

2 X
X

κ(`, x)P (`, x, y),

(16)
y ∈ S;

(17)

`=1 x∈S
2 X
X

κ(`, x) = 1;

(18)

`=1 x∈S

κ(`, x) ≥ 0,

o
x ∈ S, ` = 1, 2 .

(19)

Proposition 3 Let A be a time average regular policy with policy limits γ = (γ(`, x) : x ∈ S, ` =
1, 2). Then almost surely, γ ∈ K.
Although straightforward, the preceding proposition encodes a surprising benefit of estimation
using both chains. In particular, experimental designs in this setting can benefit from cooperative
exploration: one chain can be used to drive the system into states for which we want samples
for the other chain (cf. the relation (17)). In Appendix A, we illustrate that this possibility can
yield substantial benefits in estimation variance. Indeed, as shown in Appendix A, examples can be
constructed such that the variance of the MLE of the treatment effect after n time steps is unboundedly
lower for the optimal policy, relative to the variance of the difference in the MLEs of steady state
rewards obtained by running each chain in isolation for n time steps.
Remark 4 Given a TAR policy A, for any initial state, the law of the resulting policy limits γ is a
probability measure over K, according to Proposition 3.
Conversely, suppose that κ ∈ K is positive (i.e. κ(`, x) > 0 for x ∈ S, ` = 1, 2). We show that
regardless of the initial state, κ can be achieved as the (deterministic) policy limit of some TAR policy.
For example, define:
κ(`, x)
p(`, x) =
(20)
κ(1, x) + κ(2, x)
for ` = 1, 2 and x ∈ S. Define An to be the following stationary Markov policy:
P (An = `|Gn−1 , Xn ) = p(`, Xn )
(21)
for ` = 1, 2, n ≥ 0. This policy is Markov because it depends only on the current state Xn (and the
auxiliary randomness Un ) and stationary because the choice probabilities do not change with time.
Further, it is straightforward to check that since each P (`) is irreducible for ` = 1, 2, this policy makes
Xn an irreducible Markov chain. As a result, this chain therefore has a unique stationary distribution
regardless of the initial state. Elementary computation yields that the stationary distribution must be
π(x) = κ(0, x) + κ(1, x), x ∈ S. Therefore, the policy limit of this policy is equal to κ, regardless of
the initial state.
The following proposition implies Corollary 6: the MLE estimator α̂n is consistent under all TAR
policies with positive policy limits, i.e., α̂n converges in probability to α. Both proofs are relatively
straightforward and provided in Appendix B.
Proposition 5 If A is a TAR policy with policy limits that are almost surely positive, then for ` = 1, 2,
as n → ∞, there holds
p
P̂n (`) −
→ P (`)
(22)
and
p
π̂n (`) −
→ π(`).
(23)
5

Corollary 6 If A is a TAR policy with policy limits that are almost surely positive, then the MLE
p
estimator α̂n is consistent under A, i.e., α̂n −
→ α as n → ∞.
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The MLE with TAR Policies: A Characterization of Efficiency

In this section, we study the asymptotic variance of the MLE when TAR policies are used to sample
and compare the two Markov chains in the experiment. In Section 5.1, we develop a central limit
theorem for the MLE estimator when used with TAR policies. In Section 5.2, we use this central
limit theorem to give a characterization of policies that are efficient, in the sense that they provide
minimum asymptotic variance.
5.1

A Central Limit Theorem

A key tool in our analysis is Poisson’s equation from the theory of Markov chains. Let P be the
transition matrix of an irreducible Markov chain on S, with corresponding stationary distribution π;
let Π be matrix with rows equal to π, i.e., Π = eπ where e = (1, . . . , 1). Further let r be a reward
function on S; we center r by defining r̃ = r − eπr. Recall that Poisson’s equation for r̃ under P is:
(I − P )g = r̃.

(24)

One solution to the previous equation is given by:
g̃ = (I − P + Π)−1 r,

(25)

where (I − P + Π)−1 is the fundamental matrix associated to P . (In general, the solution to Poisson’s
equation is not unique; however, the preceding solution is the unique one for which πg̃ = πr.)
The following result is a well-known central limit theorem for finite Markov chains (see, e.g., [1],
Theorem 7.2).
Proposition 7 As n → ∞, the random variable √1n (r(X0 ) + · · · + r(Xn−1 ) − nπr) converges
weakly to a normal random variable with mean zero and variance σ 2 (r) = πg̃ 2 − π(P g̃)2 , where g̃
is the solution to Poisson’s equation in (25).2
Our goal is to obtain a central limit theorem for TAR policies. Note that there are several complexities
in our setting that make this challenging: in general TAR policies allow for adaptive sampling, i.e.,
the chain chosen by the policy at a given time step can depend on the past history. In particular, the
induced state process may no longer be Markovian as a result. To further complicate matters, the
MLE α̂n cannot be represented simply as an average sum of rewards over the first n time periods.
Nevertheless, we now present a central limit theorem result analogous to Proposition 7 for MLE
estimation with TAR policies. For ` = 1, 2, we define g̃(`) to be the solution to (25) for the transition
matrix P (`) with reward function r(`), i.e.:
g̃(`) = (I − P (`) + Π(`))−1 r(`).
In addition, define:


σ 2 (`, x) = Var g̃(`, X1 ) + R1 X0 = x, A0 = `
X
X
=
P (`, x, y)[g̃(`, y) −
P (`, x, z)g̃(`, z)]2
y∈S

+

X

(27)

z∈S

P (`, x, y) Var(R1 |X0 = x, X1 = y, A0 = `).

y∈S

We have the following theorem.
2

(26)

Here we use the notation f 2 to denote elementwise squaring of the function, i.e., f 2 (x) = f (x)2 .
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(28)

Theorem 8 Suppose that A is a TAR policy, with policy limits
 γ = (γ(`, x) : ` = 1, 2, x ∈ S) that
are almost surely positive. Let G = G(`, x) : x ∈ S, ` = 1, 2 be a family of independent Gaussian
random variables with mean 0 and unit variance. Then for the MLE α̂n , there holds
X π(1, x)σ(1, x)
X π(2, x)σ(2, x)
n1/2 (α̂n − α) ⇒
G(1,
x)
−
G(2, x)
(29)
γ(1, x)1/2
γ(2, x)1/2
x∈S
x∈S
as n → ∞, where G is independent of γ.
The full proof of Theorem 8 is in Appendix C. A key idea in the proof is to show, via Poisson’s
equation, that:


α̂n (`) − α(`) = π̂n (`) − π(`) r(`) = π̂n (`) P̂n (`) − P (`) g̃(`).
We are then able to apply martingale arguments to analyze the right hand side of the preceding
expression, by looking at the difference in the realized state transition, and the expected state
transition. These steps allow us to leverage classical martingale central limit theorem results; see
Appendix C for details.
For later reference, the following two results will be useful. The first applies Theorem 8 to show
that we can lower bound the scaled asymptotic variance of the MLE. The second shows that for
TAR policies that have constant and positive policy limits, in fact we can exactly obtain the scaled
asymptotic variance of the MLE. We later use these results to show the existence of an optimal TAR
policy with constant policy limits. Proofs of both results are in the Appendix C.
Corollary 9 Let A be a TAR policy with almost surely positive policy limits γ, with associated MLE
α̂n . Then there holds:
X X π 2 (`, x)σ 2 (`, x)
lim inf n Var(α̂n − α) ≥
.
(30)
n→∞
E{γ(`, x)}
`=1,2 x∈S

Corollary 10 Let A be a TAR policy with almost surely constant and positive policy limits γ. Let α̂n
be the associated MLE. Then:
X X π 2 (`, x)σ 2 (`, x)
.
(31)
lim n Var(α̂n − α) =
n→∞
γ(`, x)
`=1,2 x∈S

5.2

Optimal TAR Policies with the MLE Estimator

In this section we characterize efficient policies, i.e., those that achieve minimum asymptotic variance
within the class of TAR policies with almost surely positive policy limits. (Note that we know
such policies are consistent from Corollary 6, and thus we focus solely on asymptotic variance in
considering efficiency.) We show that the policy limits of any such policy can be characterized via
the solution to a particular convex optimization problem. We require the mild additional assumption
in this section that σ(`, x) > 0 for all `, x; this will hold, e.g., if rewards are random in each state.
We start with the following formal definition of efficiency.
Definition 11 Let A∗ be a TAR policy with almost surely positive policy limits, with associated MLE
α̂n∗ . We say that A∗ is efficient if it has lower (scaled) asymptotic variance than any other TAR policy
with almost surely positive policy limits; i.e., for any such policy A with associated MLE α̂n , there
holds:
lim sup n Var(α̂n∗ − α) ≤ lim inf n Var(α̂n − α).
(32)
n→∞

n→∞

The following theorem leverages the central limit theorem in Theorem 8, and in particular Corollaries
9 and 10, to give an optimization problem whose solution characterizes the optimal (scaled) asymptotic
variance. The proof of the theorem is in the Appendix.
Theorem 12 Suppose that for all `, x, there holds σ(`, x) > 0. Consider the following (convex)
optimization problem:
2 X 2
X
π (`, x)σ 2 (`, x)
(33)
minimize
κ(`, x)
`=1 x∈S

subject to κ ∈ K.
7

(34)

This problem has a unique solution κ∗ , and all entries of κ∗ are positive. Any TAR policy A∗ that has
almost surely constant policy limits κ∗ is efficient, and the scaled asymptotic variance of the MLE
under A∗ is given by (33) evaluated at κ∗ ; i.e., if we let α̂n∗ denote the resulting MLE, we have:
lim n Var(α̂n∗ − α) =

n→∞

6

2 X 2
X
π (`, x)σ 2 (`, x)
.
κ∗ (`, x)

(35)

`=1 x∈S

An Online Experimental Design: OnlineETI

Based on Theorem 12, it follows that one efficient policy is the stationary Markov policy obtained
by inserting κ∗ in (20). However, such a policy requires knowledge of the system parameters (as
these are required to solve the optimization problem (33)-(34) that yields κ∗ ). Of course, if these
parameters were already known, there would be no need for experiment design and estimation in the
first place.
In this section, we instead construct an online policy (i.e., one that does not use a priori knowledge
of system parameters) that is consistent and efficient in the limit as n → ∞. In particular, the policy
we construct will be TAR with policy limits κ∗ . Our proposed policy, called OnlineETI (for Online
Experimentation with Temporal Interference) works as follows. At every time step n, OnlineETI
maintains an MLE of P (`) as P̂n (`). Initially, in every state, the policy samples chain ` = 1, 2
with probability 0.5; this continues until P̂n (`) becomes irreducible (with the associated stationary
distribution denoted π̂n (`)). OnlineETI estimates the mean and variance of one-step rewards as well,
for each triple (An , Xn , Xn+1 ) = (`, x, y), ` = 1, 2, x, y ∈ S. These estimates are used to estimate
g̃(`), and thus yield an estimate σ̂n (`, x) for σ(`, x) (cf. (28)).
Using
estimates,
OnlineETI
computes
κ̂n
as
the
minimizer
of
P
Pthese
2
2
π̂
(`,
x)
σ̂
(`,
x)
/κ(`,
x)
over
κ
∈
K
(cf.
(33)-(34)).
At
each
time
step
n,
n
n
`=1,2
x∈S
OnlineETI then samples from chain ` with the following probability:



κ̂n (`, x)
1
−1/2
p̂n (`, x) = 1 − Mn (x)
(36)
+ Mn (x)−1/2 ,
κ̂n (1, x) + κ̂n (2, x)
2
where Mn (x) is the cumulative number of visits to state x up to time n. In other words, p̂n (`, x)
is chosen proportional to κ̂n (`, x), but with an additional 1/2 · Mn (x)−1/2 probability of playing
either chain. This latter term is forced exploration: it ensures sufficient exploration of both chains to
give consistent estimates of model parameters, without influencing the policy limits, and thus the
asymptotic variance, of the policy. As n → ∞, we show that κ̂n (`, x) → κ∗ (`, x) almost surely, and
thus that p̂n (`, x) converges to the choice probability of the optimal stationary Markov policy defined
by inserting κ∗ in (20). The full pseudocode of OnlineETI is in Appendix D. We have the following
theorem; the full proof appears in Appendix E.
Theorem 13 Suppose that for all `, x, there holds σ(`, x) > 0. Then OnlineETI is a TAR policy with
policy limits κ∗ (as defined in Theorem 12), and thus it is consistent and efficient.
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Conclusion

We close with two observations about promising future directions. First, in this paper we focus on
asymptotic efficiency rather than fixed finite horizons. In fact, the term Mn (x)−1/2 in (36) can be
replaced by Mn (x)−β for any 0 < β < 1, and the result of Theorem 13 still holds. We conjecture that
β serves as a tuning parameter between finite horizon bias and variance: informally, as β increases,
forced exploration decreases, yielding higher bias but lower variance. A formal investigation of
optimal finite horizon experimental design remains an important direction for future work.
Second, our approach is fully nonparametric, with no structural assumptions on the system. In
practice, full knowledge of the state space may be infeasible. Nevertheless, we believe our main
insights regarding experimental design that adaptively samples the two chains, with the goal of
minimizing variance of the treatment effect estimate, can still provide guidance on optimal design in
such applied domains. This remains an active direction of future study.
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A

An Example: Cooperative Exploration

Throughout this section, we refer to the two Markov chains depicted in Figure 1. The state space
for both chains is S = {1, . . . , s}, where s > 1. The red chain corresponds to ` = 1 and the blue
chain corresponds to ` = 2. The transition probabilities are as depicted in the figure. In particular,
we assume that chain 1 has P (x, x + 1) = P (s, 1) = 1 for x = 1, . . . , s − 1, and chain 2 has
P (x, x − 1) = P (1, s) = 1 for x = 2, . . . , s.
We assume the experimenter knows the transition matrices exactly (as they are deterministic), and
thus the only uncertainty in estimating the reward distribution comes from uncertainty regarding
the reward distribution of each chain. We assume each chain only earns a reward in state x = 1. In
particular, chain ` earns a reward that is Bernoulli(q(`)) in state 1, for some unknown parameter q(`)
with 0 < q(`) < 1. Clearly the stationary distribution of each chain is π(`, x) = 1/s, and so the
steady state mean reward of each chain is α(`) = q(`)/s. Thus the treatment effect is (q(2) − q(1))/s.
First, suppose that for ` = 1, 2 we wanted to estimate only α(`) by running chain `, i.e., An = ` for
all n. Then note that in every S steps, only one observation is received of the reward in state 1. Let
α̂n (`) denote the maximum likelihood estimate of steady state reward obtained from the first n steps.
Given the structure of this chain, it is straightforward to check that the MLE at time n > s reduces to
the sample average of bn/sc independent Bernoulli(q(`)) samples. This estimator has variance that
scales as Θ(s/n). Thus, any attempt at estimation of the variance of steady state reward by running
each chain in isolation will have variance that scales with s.
On the other hand, now suppose we use the following sampling policy: the policy always samples
chain 1 when in state s; the policy always samples chain 2 in states 2, . . . , s − 1; and in successive
visits to state 1, the policy deterministically alternates between sampling chains 1 and 2. Suppose
for simplicity that this chain starts at X0 = 1. Then in every four periods, this chain obtains one
independent sample each of a reward from chain 1 in state 1 (i.e., Bernoulli(q(1)), and a reward from
chain 2 in state 1 (i.e., Bernoulli(q(2)). Thus the maximum likelihood estimator of α(`) will have
variance that scales as Θ(4/n), and in particular, does not grow with s. In particular, the improvement
in variance under this policy relative to the preceding approach can be made unboundedly large by
increasing s.
This example illustrates the surprising insight that by cooperatively exploring using both chains
together, substantial benefits in estimation variance can be achieved relative to the variance of
estimation with each chain in isolation. In this example, both approaches to estimation will be
consistent. However, the state-dependent sampling policy leads to a substantial reduction in variance,
because it benefits from cooperative exploration: for each chain ` = 1, 2, the other chain is used to
drive the system back to where samples are most needed to reduce variance. By contrast, running
each chain in isolation forces the experimenter to wait s time steps between successive observations
of the random reward in state 1. When s becomes larger, the long run average time spent in state
1 approaches 1/2 for the state-dependent sampling policy, but approaches zero for either chain in
isolation.

Figure 1: The two Markov chains described in Appendix A. Chain 1 is red, and chain 2 is blue.
Rewards are only earned in state 1 for each chain; in particular, the reward distribution in state 1 is
Bernoulli(q(`)) for chain `.
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B

Proofs: Section 4

Proof of Proposition 3. Relations (18) and (19) are obvious. As for (17), note that
1
1
Γn (1, y) + Γn (2, y)
n
n
n−1
1X
I(Xj = y)
=
n j=0

(37)
(38)

n


1X
1
=
I(Xj = y) +
I(X0 = y) − I(Xn = y)
n j=1
n
 
n
1X
1
=
I(Xj = y) + Op
n j=1
n
=

 
n
2 X
X
1
1X
I(Xj−1 = x, Aj−1 = `, Xj = y) + Op
n j=1
n

(39)

(40)

(41)

`=1 x∈S

=

2 X
X
1
Γn (`, x)P (`, x, y)
n
`=1 x∈S

 
n
2 X X
X
1
1
I(Xj−1 = x, Aj−1 = `)[I(Xj = y) − P (`, x, y)] + Op
.
+
n j=1
n

(42)

(43)

`=1 x∈S

(Here we use the notation that f (n) = Op (1/n) to denote stochastic boundedness of nf (n): for all
 > 0, there exists deterministic M such that P (|nf (n)| > M ) <  for all n.)
Let Wj = I(Xj−1 = x, Aj−1 = `)[I(Xj = y) − P (`, x, y)]. This is a martingale difference
sequence adapted to Gj . In particular, as a result the Wj are orthogonal in the sense that for j < k,
there E{j Wk } = 0. (This result follows by conditioning on Gj and nesting conditional expectations:
E{Wj Wk } = E{E{Wk |Gj }Wj } = 0.) Using orthogonality of the martingale differences implies
that
2 
 X
n
1
I(Xj−1 = x, Aj−1 = `)[I(Xj = y) − P (`, x, y)]
(44)
E
n j=1



1
2
=E
Γn (`, x) P (`, x, y) − P (`, x, y) → 0
(45)
n2
as n → ∞. Therefore, by Chebyshev’s inequality
n

1X
p
I(Xj−1 = x, Aj−1 = `)[I(Xj = y) − P (`, x, y)] −
→0
n j=1

(46)

as n → ∞. Taking the limits in (43) yields (17).
Proof of Proposition 5. We start by proving (22). We recall that
Pn−1
j=0 I(Xj = x, Aj = `, Xj+1 = y)
P̂n (`, x, y) =
max{Γn (`, x), 1}

(47)

As in the proof of Proposition 3,
n−1
1X
I(Xj = x, Aj = `, Xj+1 = y)
n j=0

(48)


n−1
1X
1
=
I(Xj = x, Aj = `)[I(Xj+1 = y) − P (`, x, y)] + Γn (`, x)P (`, x, y)
n j=0
n
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(49)

Therefore,


1
n

Pn−1
j=0

I(Xj = x, Aj = `)[I(Xj+1

P̂n (`, x, y) =

1
n


= y) − P (`, x, y)]
(50)

max{Γn (`, x), 1}

Γn (`, x)
P (`, x, y)
max{Γn (`, x), 1}
op (1)
Γn (`, x)
=1
+
P (`, x, y)
max{Γ
max{Γ
(`,
x),
1}
n (`, x), 1}
n
n
+

(51)
from (46)

p

−
→P (`, x, y)

(52)
(53)

as n → ∞, where the convergence in (53) holds because γ(`, x) are almost surely positive.
We now prove (23). Let µn denote the law of π̂n , and view it as a probability measure on vectors
in the probability simplex on the state space S, denoted ∆(S). The set ∆(S) is compact, and so by
Prohorov’s theorem there exists a deterministic subsequence nk such that µnk converges weakly to
p
a probability measure µ on ∆(S), with associated random variable π 0 (`). Since P̂n (`) −
→ P (`) by
(53), and P (`) is deterministic, it follows by Slutsky’s theorem that:
π̂nk (`)P̂nk (`) ⇒ π 0 (`)P (`).
Since the policy limits are almost surely positive, J is almost surely finite. Thus, for all sufficiently
large k there holds π̂nk (`)P̂nk (`) = π̂nk (`). It follows that π 0 (`) = π 0 (`)P (`), so that π 0 (`) = π(`)
almost surely. In other words, the measure µ is the Dirac measure that places probability one on π(`).
Since this is the case for every convergent subsequence of {µn }, we conclude that π̂n (`) ⇒ π(`).
p
Since π(`) is deterministic, we conclude that πn (`) −
→ π(`) as n → ∞, as required.
Proof of Corollary 6. Since the policy limits of A are almost surely positive, it is straightforward to
p
show that for each `, x, r̂n (`, x) −
→ r(`, x) as n → ∞. The result then follows from Proposition 5.

C

Proofs: Section 5

Proof of Theorem 8. We begin by showing that for ` = 1, 2 and n ≥ J, there holds:


π̂n (`) − π(`) r(`) = π̂n (`) P̂n (`) − P (`) g̃(`).

(54)

To see this, observe that for n ≥ J,
π̂n (`) − π(`) = π̂n P̂n (`) − π̂n (`)P (`) + π̂n (`)P (`) − π(`)P (`)

(55)

so rearranging the terms we get,



π̂n (`) − π(`) I − P (`) = π̂n (`) P̂n (`) − P (`) .
Because Π(`) has identical elements down each column,

π̂n (`) − π(`) Π(`) = 0,

(56)

(57)

and hence



π̂n (`) − π(`) I − P (`) + Π(`) = π̂n (`) P̂n (`) − P (`) .
−1
Recall that we defined g̃(`) = I − P (`) + Π(`)
r(`); thus


π̂n (`) − π(`) r(`) = π̂n (`) P̂n (`) − P (`) g̃(`),

(58)

(59)

as desired.
Now for ` = 1, 2, and x ∈ S, define
Z
r(`, x, y) =

zF (dz, x, y, `).
R
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(60)

Recall that α̂n = π̂n (2)r̂n (2) − π̂n (1)r̂n (1). We can write:
π̂n (`)r̂n (`) − π(`)r(`)

(61)



= π̂n (`) − π(`) r(`) + π̂n (`) r̂n (`) − r(`)


= π̂n (`) P̂n (`) − P (`) g̃(`) + π̂n (`) r̂n (`) − r(`)


Pn
X
j=1 I(Xj−1 = x, Aj−1 = `) g̃(`, Xj ) − P (`)g̃(`) (Xj−1 )]
=
π̂n (`, x)
max{Γn (`, x), 1}
x∈S

Pn−1
X
j=0 I(Xj = x, Aj = `) Rj+1 − r(`, x)
+
π̂n (`, x)
max{Γn (`, x), 1}
x∈S
Pn
X
j=1 Dj (`, x)
=
π̂n (`, x)
max{Γn (`, x), 1}

(62)
(63)

(64)
(65)

x∈S

where



Dj (`, x) := I(Xj−1 = x, Aj−1 = `) g̃(`, Xj ) − P (`)g̃(`) (Xj−1 ) + Rj − r(`, Xj−1 ) . (66)
Note that for each `, x, Dj (`, x) is a martingale difference sequence adapted to Gj .
For deterministic w(`) = (w(`, x) : x ∈ S), ` = 1, 2, consider
n

2

1 XXX
Tn = √
Dj (`, x)w(`, x)
n j=1

(67)

`=1 x∈S

n

1 X
,√
Dj ,
n j=1

(68)

where
Dj =

2 X
X

Dj (`, x)w(`, x).

(69)

`=1 x∈S

The Dj ’s are martingale differences adapted to (Gj : j ≥ 0). Since they are bounded by
2 max{|g̃(`, x)| : x ∈ S, ` = 1, 2} < ∞ (since r(`, x) is finite), the following conditional Lindeberg’s condition holds (Eq. (3.7) of [10]):
for all  > 0,

n
X
1
p
E{Dj2 I(|Dj | > )|Gj−1 } −
→ 0.
n
j=1

(70)

Furthermore,
n

2

n−1

1X
1 XXX
E{Dj2 |Gj−1 } =
I(Xj = x, Aj = `)σ 2 (`, x)w2 (`, x)
n j=1
n
j=0

(71)

`=1 x∈S

=

2 X
X

σ 2 (`, x)w2 (`, x)

`=1 x∈S
p

−
→

2 X
X

Γn (`, x)
n

(72)

σ 2 (`, x)w2 (`, x)γ(`, x) , η 2 ,

(73)

`=1 x∈S

since A is assumed to be a TAR policy. We therefore conclude that (by Corollary (3.1) of [10])
Tn ⇒

2 X
X

p
σ(`, x)w(`, x) γ(`, x)G(`, x)

`=1 x∈S
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(stably)

(74)

as n → ∞.3
Stable weak convergence implies that the following convergence of characteristic functions holds as
well:


2 X
X

E exp iTn + i
w̃(`, x)γ(`, x)
(75)
`=1 x∈S


→E exp i

2 X
X

2 X
X
p

w(`, x)G(`, x)σ(`, x) γ(`, x) + i
w̃(`, x)γ(`, x)

`=1 x∈S


(76)

`=1 x∈S

as n → ∞, for any deterministic choice of w̃(`) = (w̃(`, x) : x ∈ S), j = 1, 2. The Cramer-Wold
device therefore implies that
!
Pn


p
j=1 Dj (`, x)
√
, γ(`, x) : x ∈ S, ` = 1, 2 ⇒ σ(`, x) γ(`, x)G(`, x), γ(`, x) : x ∈ S, ` = 1, 2
n
(77)
as n → ∞. Consequently, since the γ(`, x)’s are almost surely positive,
!
!
Pn
σ(`, x)G(`, x)
j=1 Dj (`, x)
√
p
: x ∈ S, ` = 1, 2 ⇒
: x ∈ S, ` = 1, 2
nγ(`, x)
γ(`, x)
as n → ∞. Because

Γn (`,x) p
→
nγ(`,x) −

1 as n → ∞, Slutsky’s lemma implies that
!
Pn
√
j=1 Dj (`, x)
n
: x ∈ S, ` = 1, 2
Γn (`, x)


σ(`, x)G(`, x)
p
: x ∈ S, ` = 1, 2
⇒
γ(`, x)
as n → ∞. Finally, Result 2, (80), and another application of Slutsky’s lemma imply that
#
"
Pn
Pn
X
√ X
j=1 Dj (2, x)
j=1 Dj (1, x)
−
πn (2, x)
n
π̂n (1, x)
Γn (1, x)
Γn (2, x)

(79)
(80)

(81)

x∈S

x∈S

⇒

(78)

X π(1, x)σ(1, x)G(1, x) X π(2, x)σ(2, x)G(2, x)
p
p
−
γ(1, x)
γ(2, x)
x∈S
x∈S

(82)

as n → ∞, proving the Theorem.
Proof of Corollary 9. Note that the Skorohod representation theorem together with Fatou’s lemma
applied to (29) yields the following:


X X
1
2
2
lim inf n Var(α̂n − α) ≥
π (`, x)σ (`, x)E
.
(83)
n→∞
γ(`, x)
`=1,2 x∈S

Using Jensen’s inequality on the right hand side of (83), we obtain the result in (30), as required.
(Note that E{γ(`, x)} > 0 for all `, x since we assumed the policy limits are almost surely positive.)
Proof of Corollary 10.
First we show the following limits hold:
(
lim E

sup

n→∞

`=1,2;x∈S

(
lim E

n→∞

sup
`=1,2;x∈S

π̂n (`, x)
π(`, x)
−
max{Γn (`, x), 1}/n γ(`, x)
π̂n (`, x)
π(`, x)
−
max{Γn (`, x), 1}/n γ(`, x)

3

)
= 0;
2

(84)

)
= 0.

(85)

If a sequence of random variables Yn on a probability space (Ω, F, P ) converges weakly to Y , we say
the convergence is stable if for all continuity points y of the cumulative distribution function of Y and for
all measurable events E, the limit limn→∞ P ({Yn ≤ y} ∩ E) = Qy (E) exists, and if Qy (E) → P (E) as
y → ∞.
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p

We know from Proposition 5 that π̂n −
→ πn for all `, x. Further, we know from the definition of policy
p
limits that Γ(`, x)/n −
→ γ(`, x) for all `, x. Thus the vector (π̂n , Γn /n) converges in probability to
the vector (π, γ). Use the Skorohod representation theorem to construct a joint probability space on
which these limits hold almost surely. Then note that each of the terms inside the expectations are
bounded in (84)-(85), so the desired results hold by the bounded convergence theorem.
For the next steps, we use the same definitions as in the proof of Theorem 8, and refer the reader there
for the relevant notation. In particular, we define Dj (`, x) as in that proof, and use the relationship in
(65). We make the following two definitions:
Yn (`) = π̂n (`)r̂n (`) − π(`)r(`) =

n X
X
j=1 x∈S

Zn (`) =

n X
X
j=1 x∈S

π̂n (`, x)
Dj (`, x)
·
;
max{Γn (`, x), 1}/n
n

π(`, x) Dj (`, x)
·
.
γ(`, x)
n

Note that α̂n − α = Yn (2) − Yn (1). The main remaining step in our proof is to show that we can
compute the scaled asymptotic variance of Zn (2) − Zn (1), and to use this to upper bound the scaled
asymptotic variance of Yn (2) − Yn (1).
We now show the following limit holds:
X π 2 (`, x)σ 2 (`, x)
√
.
lim Var( n(Zn (2) − Zn (1))) =
n→∞
γ(`, x)

(86)

x∈S

Observe that Zn (`) is a weighted sum of martingale differences; thus we use orthogonality
of
√
martingale differences again. In particular, E{Zn (`)} = 0 for all n. Thus Var( n(Zn (2) −
Zn (1))) = nE{(Zn (2) − Zn (1))2 }. Observe that:
Zn (1)Zn (2) =

n X
n X
X
π(1, x)π(2, y) Dj (1, x)Dk (2, y)
.
γ(1, x)γ(2, y)
n
j=1
k=1 x,y∈S

We show that E{Dj (1, x)Dk (2, y)} = 0. If j = k, then the product Dj (1, x)Dj (2, y) = 0 since
only one of the two chains ` = 1, 2 can be run at time k. If j > k, then the tower property of
conditional expectations is applied as usual to give:
E{E{Dj (1, x)|Gk }Dk (2, x)} = 0.
The same holds of course if j < k. Thus we have E{Zn (1)Zn (2)} = 0 for all n. Finally, using (71)
with w(1, x) = π(1, x)/γ(1, x) and w(2, x) = 0, together with the Skorohod representation theorem
and the bounded convergence theorem, it follows that:
X π 2 (1, x)σ 2 (1, x)
.
E{nZn (1)2 } →
γ(1, x)
x∈S

(Use of bounded convergence here requires assuming boundedness of rewards.) An analogous result
holds for the limit of E{nZn (2)2 }. Combining these steps, we obtain (86).
Finally, we can establish the following upper bound:
X X π 2 (`, x)σ 2 (`, x)
lim sup n Var(α̂n − αn ) ≤
.
γ(`, x)
n→∞

(87)

`=1,2 x∈S

To prove this we upper bound the variance of Yn (2)−Yn (1) in terms of the variance of Zn (2)−Zn (1).
Note that Var(Yn (2) − Yn (1)) ≤ E{(Yn (2) − Yn (1))2 }. Further, because Dj (`, x) are bounded,
there exist constants M1 , M2 such that:
(Yn (2) − Yn (1))2 ≤ (Zn (2) − Zn (1))2 + M1

sup
`=1,2;x∈S

+ M2

sup
`=1,2;x∈S
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π̂n (`, x)
π(`, x)
−
max{Γn (`, x), 1}/n γ(`, x)
π̂n (`, x)
π(`, x)
−
max{Γn (`, x), 1}/n γ(`, x)

2

.

Taking expectations on both sides, and applying Steps 2 and 3, establishes (87). Combining (87) with
(30) yields the desired result (note that E{γ(`, x)} = γ(`, x) since the policy limits are almost surely
constant).
Proof of Theorem 12. First, we show that (33)-(34) has a unique optimal solution κ∗ , with entries
that are all positive. It is straightforward to see that the solution to this problem will be positive in all
coordinates, since the objective function approaches infinity as any κ(`, x) approaches zero (as all
σ(`, x) are positive). Further, note that the objective function is strictly convex and K is convex and
compact, and thus there must be a unique solution κ∗ ∈ K to the optimization problem (33)-(34).
Next, we show that the limit inferior of the scaled asymptotic variance of the MLE under any TAR
policy with positive policy limits is bounded below by the optimal value of (33)-(34). This follows
by applying Corollary 9. In particular, from Remark 4, we know γ is a probability measure over the
set K (cf. Definition 2). The set K is convex and compact, and so κ = E{γ} ∈ K. In particular, as a
consequence by applying (30) we conclude that the optimal value of (33)-(34) is a lower bound to
lim inf n→∞ Var(α̂n − α).
Finally, the fact that (35) holds follows from Corollary 10. The stationary Markov policy A∗ defined
via (20) has the constant policy limit κ∗ (cf. Remark 4), so it is efficient. The theorem follows.

D

Pseudocode for OnlineETI

The pseudocode for OnlineETI is prsented as Algorithm 1.

E

Proofs: Section 6

Proof of Theorem 13. We establish that for OnlineETI there holds:
1
p
Γn (`, x) −
→ κ∗ (`, x),
n
where κ∗ is the solution to (33)-(34).

(88)

First, note that the forced exploration (i.e., the Mn (x)−1/2 term in the definition of p̂n (`, x)) ensures
that Γn (`, x) → ∞ almost surely for all `, x. To see this, note first that as long as Mn (x) → ∞
almost surely, it must be the case thatP
Γn (`, x) → ∞ for ` = 1, 2 almost surely as well, due to the
forced exploration term, the fact that k≥1 k −1/2 diverges, and the Borel-Cantelli Lemma. Since
the state space is finite, almost surely, there exists at least one state x0 that is visited infinitely often.
Thus almost surely, all states reachable from x0 in one step under either P (1) or P (2) must be visited
infinitely often as well. The same argument applies to those states, and so on. Since the state space is
finite, and both P (1) and P (2) are irreducible, this process exhausts all the states, and we conclude
Mn (x) → ∞ almost surely for all x ∈ S.
Next we show that for all `, x, y, P̂n (`, x, y) converges to P (`, x, y) almost surely. For each
`, x, it is convenient to define Tm (`, x) = inf{n : Γn (`, x) = m}. By the standard strong law
of large numbers, it follows that P̂Tm (`,x) (`, x, y) → P (`, x, y) almost surely; this is because
P̂Tm (`,x) (`, x, y) is the sample average of m independent Bernoulli random variables, each with
success probability P (`, x, y). Now observe that for n such that Tm (`, x) ≤ n < Tm+1 (`, x),
P̂n (`, x, y) = P̂Tm (`,x) (`, x, y); i.e., between successive visits to state x in which policy ` is sampled,
P̂n (`, x, y) remains constant. It follows therefore that P̂n (`, x, y) → P (`, x, y) almost surely as well.
We now use a compactness argument analogous to that used to establish (23) to show that π̂n (`) →
π(`) almost surely. Let J be the first n at which P̂n (`) is irreducible for both ` = 1, 2. The time
J is almost surely finite, because both chains are sampled with equal probability until time J, and
because P (`) is irreducible for ` = 1, 2. Thus for the remainder of our argument, we condition on
the almost sure event J < ∞. Next, consider any subsequence {nk } along which, almost surely,
π̂nk (`) → π 0 (`). (Note that in general, this is a random subsequence.) Since π̂nk (`)P̂nk (`) = π̂nk (`)
for all k, almost sure convergence of P̂n (`) implies that π 0 (`)P (`) = π 0 (`). Thus π 0 (`) = π(`)
almost surely. Since this is almost surely true for every convergent subsequence, we conclude that
π̂n (`) → π(`) almost surely, as required.
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Algorithm 1 OnlineETI (Online Experimentation with Temporal Interference)
1: procedure E XPERIMENT(initial state x0 )
2:
Set initial state X0 = x0
3:
Initialization: For ` = 1, 2, x, y ∈ S, set P̂0 (`, x, y) =
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:

1
|S| ;

Γ0 (`, x) = 0; Φ0 (`, x, y) = 0;
Θ0 (`, x) = 0; Ψ0 (`, x) = 0; Υ0 (`, x, y) = 0; r̂0 (`, x) = 0; ŝ0 (`, x, y) = 0;
t̂0 (`, x, y) = 0; π̂0 (`, x) = 0; p̂0 (`, x) = 0.5
for n = 1, 2, . . . do
Set An−1 = ` with probability p̂n−1 (`, x), i.e.:
An−1 = 1 if Un−1 ≤ p̂n−1 (1, x), and An−1 = 2 otherwise
Run chain An−1 , and obtain reward Rn and new state Xn
For all ` = 1, 2, x, y ∈ S:
Γn (`, x) ← Γn−1 (`, x) + I(Xn−1 = x, An−1 = `)
Φn (`, x, y) ← Φn−1 (`, x, y) + I(Xn−1 = x, Xn = y, An−1 = `)
Θn (`, x) ← Θn−1 (`, x) + I(Xn−1 = x, An−1 = `)Rn
Ψn (`, x, y) = Ψn−1 (`, x, y) + I(Xn−1 = x, Xn = y, An−1 = `)Rn
Υn (`, x, y) ← Υn−1 (`, x, y) + I(Xn−1 = x, Xn = y, An−1 = `)Rn2
Φn (`,x,y)
P̂n (`, x, y) ← max{Γ
n (`,x),1}
if for both ` = 1, 2, P̂n (`) is irreducible then
Set π̂n (`) to be the unique steady state distribution of P̂n (`)
For ` = 1, 2 and x, y ∈ S:
Π̂n (`) ← eπ̂n (`)
−1
g̃ˆn (`, x) ← PI − P̂n (`) + Π̂n (`)
r̂n (`)
y∈S Ψn (`,x,y)
max{Γn (`,x),1}
Ψn (`,x,y)
ŝn (`, x, y) ← max{Φ
n (`,x,y),1}
Υn (`,x,y)
t̂n (`, x, y) ← max{Φ
n (`,x,y),1}
P
σ̂n2 (`, x) ← y∈S P̂n (`, x, y)[g̃ˆn (`, y)

r̂n (`, x) ←

P
− z∈S P̂n (`, x, z)g̃ˆn (`, z)]2

P
+ y∈S P̂n (`, x, y) t̂n (`, x, y) − ŝn (`, x, y)2
2
P2 P
π̂ 2 (`,x)σ̂n
(`,x)
Choose any κ̂n in arg inf κ̂∈K `=1 x∈S n κ̂n (`,x)
For all x ∈ S, Mn (x) ← Γn (1, x) + Γn (2, x)
if κ̂n (1, x) + κ̂n (2, x) > 0 and Mn(x) > 0 then 
κ̂n (`,x)
p̂n (`, x) ← (1 − Mn (x)−1/2 ) κ̂n (1,x)+κ̂
n (2,x)
+ 21 Mn (x)−1/2 for ` = 1, 2, x ∈ S

else
p̂n (`, x) = 0.5 for ` = 1, 2, x ∈ S
α̂n ← π̂n (2)r̂n (2) − π̂n (1)r̂n (1)
else
p̂n (`, x) ← 0.5
α̂n ← 0

Because rewards are bounded, and thus in particular have finite moments, an argument analogous to
that above for P̂n establishes that almost surely we have:
r̂n (`, x) → r(`, x)
and

t̂n (`, x, y) − ŝ2n (`, x, y)2 → Var(R1 |A0 = `, X0 = x, X1 = y).

When J < ∞, since each P̂n (`) is irreducible, it follows that I − P̂n (`) + Π̂n (`)
continuity, conditioning on J < ∞, we have:
ˆ x) → g̃(`, x)
g̃(`,
almost surely as well, and thus:

σ̂ 2 (`, x) → σ 2 (`, x)
17

−1

exists. By

almost surely.
We now establish almost sure convergence of κ̂n to κ∗ . To do this, for a distribution π̃ on the state
space
and a nonnegative vector σ̃, define the correspondence K(π̃, σ̃) to be the set of minimizers of
P SP
2
2
`=1,2
x∈S π̃ (`, x)σ̃ (`, x)/κ(`, x) over κ ∈ K; recall that K is compact so this correspondence
is nonempty everywhere. Further, observe that if π̃ and σ̃ are positive in all coordinates, then the
minimizer is unique, i.e., K is a function. Then by Lemma 14 below, K is continuous in π̃ and σ̃
when they are both positive in all coordinates. Since π̂n (`) → π(`) and σ̂n2 (`, x) → σ 2 (`, x) almost
surely, and both limits are positive in all coordinates, it follows that K(π̂n , σ̂n ) → K(π, σ) = κ∗
almost surely, and thus κ̂n → κ∗ almost surely.
In particular, we thus know that almost surely, κ̂n (`, x) > 0 for all sufficiently large n. As a result, it
follows that p̂n (`, x) → p∗ (`, x) almost surely, where:
p∗ (`, x) =

κ∗ (`, x)
.
κ∗ (1, x) + κ∗ (2, x)

To complete the proof, we require some additional notation. We define the following stochastic
matrix:
Q(x, y) = p∗ (1, x)P (1, x, y) + p∗ (2, x)P (2, x, y).
Note that this matrix is irreducible, and because κ∗ ∈ K, we can easily see that Q has the unique
stationary distribution given by:
ζ ∗ (x) = κ∗ (1, x) + κ∗ (2, x).
(See also the discussion in Remark 4.)
In addition, we define:

Pn
Q̂n (x, y) =

j=1

I(Xj−1 = x, Xj = y)
max{Mn (x), 1}

.

Observe that Q̂n is a stochastic matrix.
p

We now show that Q̂n −
→ Q. We rewrite Q̂n (x, y) as follows:
Pn
X
j=1 I(Xj−1 = x, Aj−1 = `)
Q̂n (x, y) =
P̂n (`, x, y) ·
.
max{Mn (x), 1}

(89)

`=1,2

For each x and m, let Sm (x) = inf{n ≥ 0 : Mn (x) = m}; this is the time step at which the m’th
visit to x takes place. Further, define Ãm = ASm (x) ; this is the policy sampled at the m’th visit to x.
Let Hm (x) = σ((Xj , Uj , Vj , j < Sm (x); XSm (x) )) be the sigma field generated by randomness up
to the m’th visit to x, but prior to the policy being chosen. Finally, let q̂m (`, x) = p̂Sm (x) (`, x). Now
observe that when Mn (x) = m ≥ 1, we have:
Pn
Pm
I(Ãi = `)
j=1 I(Xj−1 = x, Aj−1 = `)
= i=1
max{Mn (x), 1}
m
Pm
Pm
I(Ãi = `) − q̂i (`, x)
q̂i (`, x)
= i=1
+ i=1
.
m
m
The terms in the first sum on the right hand side of the previous expression form a martingale
difference sequence adapted to Hi . Thus using orthogonality of martingale differences, we have:

!2 
m


X
1
1
E
,
I(
Ã
=
`)
−
q̂
(`,
x)
≤
i
i
 4m
m2  i=1
which approaches zero as m → ∞. By Chebyshev’s inequality, it follows that:
Pm
i=1 I(Ãi = `) − q̂i (`, x) p
−
→0
m
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as m → ∞. On the other hand, note that since Mn (x) → ∞ almost surely, we also know that
Sm (x) → ∞ as m → ∞ almost surely. Thus it follows that:
Pm
i=1 q̂i (`, x)
→ p∗ (`, x)
m
almost surely as m → ∞, and thus in probability as well. Combining these insights, we conclude
that:
Pn
j=1 I(Xj−1 = x, Aj−1 = `) p
−
→ p∗ (`, x)
max{Mn (x), 1}
as n → ∞, and so returning to (89), we find that:
p X ∗
Q̂n (x, y) −
→
p (`, x)P (`, x, y) = Q(x, y).
`=1,2

Next, observe that:
Pn
Mn (x)
I(X0 = x) − I(Xn = x)
j=1 I(Xj = x)
=
+
n
n
n

 
X
1
max{Mn (y), 1} 

+ Op
=
Q̂n (x, y) ·
.
n
n
y∈S

Since Mn (x) → ∞ almost surely, in what follows we condition on Mn (x) ≥ 1 for all x and
thus
P ignore the “max” on the right hand side in the preceding expression. Note that for all n,
x∈S Mn (x) = n. Thus using a compactness argument analogous to that used to establish (23), it
follows that:
Mn (n) p ∗
−
→ ζ (x).
n
We can now complete the proof of the theorem. We have:
n−1
1X
1
Γn (`, x) =
I(Xj = x, Aj = `)
n
n j=0

=

n−1
n−1

1X
1X
I(Xj = x)p∗ (`, x) +
I(Xj = x) p̂j (`, x) − p∗ (`, x)
n j=0
n j=0

n−1

1X
I(Xj = x) I(Aj = `) − p̂j (`, x)
(90)
n j=0

Because I(Xj = x) I(Aj = `) − p̂j (`, x) is a martingale difference measurable with respect to Gj ,
orthogonality of martingale differences implies that
 X
 
n
 2
1
I(Xj = x) I(Aj = `) − p̂j (`, x)
(91)
E
n j=1


1 1
1
≤E
· 2 Γn (`, x) ≤
(92)
4 n
4n
→0
(93)

+

as n → ∞. Therefore, by Chebyshev’s inequality
n−1
 p
1X
I(Xj = x) I(Aj = `) − p̂j (`, x) −
→0
n j=0

(94)

as n → ∞. Also, since p̂n (`, x) → p∗ (`, x) almost surely, we have:
n−1
 p
1X
I(Xj = x) p̂j (`, x) − p∗ (`, x) −
→ 0.
n j=0
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(95)

Finally,
n−1
1X
p∗ (`, x)Mn (`, x) p ∗
I(Xj = x)p∗ (`, x) =
−
→ p (`, x)ζ ∗ (`, x).
n j=0
n

Combining the preceding results, we conclude that as n → ∞ in (90), we have
1
p
Γn (`, x) −
→ ζ ∗ (`, x)p∗ (`, x) = κ∗ (`, x)
n
as n → ∞, completing the proof of the theorem.

(96)

Lemma 14 Suppose that the set X is compact, the set Θ is open, and the real-valued function f (θ, x)
is continuous on the domain Θ × X. Suppose further that for every θ ∈ Θ, there exists a unique
x∗ (θ) = arg minx∈X f (θ, x). Then x∗ (θ) is continuous in θ.
Proof. Suppose that θ(n) → θ. For all n we have:
f (θ(n) , x∗ (θ(n) )) ≤ f (θ(n) , x∗ (θ)).

(97)

Since X is compact, let {nk } be a subsequence such that x∗ (θ(nk ) ) → x0 as k → ∞. Taking limits
on both sides of (97) along the sequence {nk }, we obtain:
f (θ, x0 ) ≤ f (θ, x∗ (θ)).
Since x∗ (θ) is unique, this is only possible if x0 = x∗ (θ). Since every convergent subsequence must
have the limit x0 , we conclude that x∗ (θ(n) ) → x∗ (θ) as n → ∞, as required.
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